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Nothing is more peculiar to an outsider than the controversies of special interest groups. In Gaullier’s Têtes, Swift portrays one culture at bloody and murderous odds with another because of a fundamental disagreement in the way each culture defines ‘true civilisation’. In reality, both cultures are nearly identical yet one side considers the other utterly and unaccountably barbarous because of the way the other side eats a soft-boiled egg. Civilisation and culture are determined by which end of a boiled egg is chosen for cracking open first. The evergreen controversy between clay users who make functional objects and those who make sculptural objects is a variation on Swift’s battling egg-eaters. This argument continues to have a vivid life in the pages of many ceramics-oriented magazines. In many ways, it is not a frivolous argument, it goes to the heart of one of the basic issues of modernity: the fluidity of standards for establishing monetary, philosophical or aesthetic value. This is a particularly frustrating situation when assessing the machine versus hand-made, the functional compared with the useless object. These issues are further complicated by artisan tensions within the hand-makers camp. One part of the ceramic culture accuses the other of a lack of craftsmanship; their opponents declare craft to be a non-issue. The latter is disinterested in basic ceramic technique, firing temperatures, glaze chemistry, formal construction techniques; the former is completely uninvolved in any of the contemporary dialogues regarding object making.

Annabeth Rosen is one of the few clay artists who has been able to make good aesthetic use of these heavy fine arts versus craft issues. Rosen’s work is fabulously gorgeous in a useless, gorgiously useless way; it draws us in passion, form and raison d’être from extended dialogue with the functional. This dialogue is accompanied by a sophisticated, tongue-in-cheek recognition of how fundamentally silly, irrelevant and limited the art versus craft arguments are. In a recent statement regarding her work, Rosen discusses the notion of hierarchy in ceramics: fired versus unfired clay, glazed versus unglazed ware. She doesn’t mention, yet is clearly conscious of, additional craft-world hierarchies: the requirement to exhibit skill/technique/craft particularly in the making of functional objects. Rosen’s work is a deliberate object lesson in the simultaneous importance and worthlessness of craft. Commenting on her work, Rosen has said: “The pieces are descended from ideas of functional pottery or ideas rooted in decorative architectural elements or abstract sculpture. Either way, I’ve never felt a need to categorise and name the function of the work... my interest is in how my idea penetrates the material.”

Conceptually, Rosen’s work deals with the nature and function of utility and decoration; like the French philosopher, Gaston Bachelard, she contends with primal forms and the psychological meanings of quotidian objects in order to reveal their semantic and symbolic natures. Thoughtfully clumpy; her work uses awkwardness as a form of gesture, a method of creating inflection. Her is a cooler, more cerebral and analytic version of Peter Voulkos’ abstract expressionist technique.

Like many contemporary sculptors, Rosen responds to the social role of objects and the interactions they evoke. The work takes established ceramic forms: vessels, plates, bowls and tiles as a formal starting point; the basic homely familiarity of the shapes evokes clear associations with the needs of the body, with hospitality, domesticity and routine. The body of work presents a united front in terms of colour; Rosen’s glazes are more than just a supplement to form, they consider the relationship between illusion and materiality. Rosen’s odd acid greens, sugary whites and mustard yellows are not used as more...
a delicate balance that demands skillful maintenance.

Rosen's tile work has few precedents: its closest relatives are the large, heavily detailed, deeply carved terracotta tiles used to embellish turn of the century buildings and subway stations. These large tiles and tile mosaics were "packed" (to use Rosen's own term) with detail; using high relief, they created a vertical variation on still life or tableau. In the early part of this century, such tile work was a way of giving indus- trialized building techniques a distinctiveness of character, an identity that individualized the mass produced aspects of its construction. Louis Sullivan's buildings are particularly distinguished by this use of tile.

What Sullivan's terracotta did in the civic realm, Rosen's do in the private. They distinctly reference a specific type of labour: the repetitive actions and attention demanded by the handmade. In doing so, they underscore the intimate relationship between creativity and domesticity. They present themselves as the end product of repetitive effort, the consequence of much attention paid to small detail. The production of Rosen's tiles relies on specific ceramic processes in typically idiosyncratic fashion.

She works with hammer and chisel on already fired pieces, regarding these to be "as fluid and malleable as wet clay". Regarding her use of this process, Rosen has said: "Of all the shocking things in ceramics, the explosion of a piece may be most shocking. Exploded parts erupt, get turned upside down and back to front... This event can be as exciting as it is disappointing. Sometimes a broken shard is a more potent idea of an object than the object itself." Created largely from shards, the tile work is made up from already fired parts that have been broken, reassembled, reglazed and refined with the addition of wet clay.

This technique of building form departs radically from both ceramic and sculpture tradition; the em- ployed a form of additive, three-dimensional collage that rejects the fluidity and malleability of wet clay. Her method turns the usual sculptural sequence on its head by beginning with destruction and finishing with re-assembly. Rosen also reverses inherent ceramic logic which is based on transition from wet clay (unfired state) to glazed and fired object (finished state). The tiles can be viewed vertically (hung on the wall), or on a horizontal support. Horizontally, their
abstract elements seem to become more real, presenting an odd tableau-objet; a second kind of reality, a surrogate for illusionism. Hung vertically they obliterate the distinction between painting and sculpture. From either perspective, they are, in Rosen's words, as "a collection that functions as one piece."

Resulting from a process of controlled accretions, the tiles are intended to "...have pattern where no pattern was intended, rhythmic organisation not by repetition but by accumulation". Each fragment influences the next, blending their formal qualities like tastes or scents, inviting and repelling touch. Rosen's compositional artistry is everywhere apparent in her contrasts and analogies of sizes and textures, organic and geometric form, monochrome and complementary colour schemes, the opacity and transparency of her glazes.

Rosen's vessels form the vertical counterpart of the tiles and share with them their method of production. These are even more idiosyncratic than her various forays into revising the standard platter/bowl/server formulas. The vessels are hybrid forms that may or may not be able to contain liquids. Her "Hollow Form Coil 1996; 37.5 cm (15 in) tall, is part of a group of similar forms enclosing a cylindrical space; as if the tiles multiplied, wrapping around themselves. Like the tiles, the vessels mingle attraction and repulsion, merge organic with inorganic interpretation, invite both ironic and naive response. Because of their visual relationship to forms as well as vases, they initiate an entirely different range of object-meanings than the tiles. They are erotic, ludic, considered less inviting to touch; vorings on the grotesque.

As original as this work is, it can be associated with artists such as Jean Dubuffet, Kurt Schwitters and Simon Rodia, who also use the accumulative technique. Like these artists, her work has extraordinary emotional and associative range; the tile pieces can appear fragmented and deteriorating, the organic references they bring to mind call attention to the interaction of man and nature. They conversely appear as fundamentally urban, a kind of low-key, pop-cultural take on junk culture. The fragments comprising them seem to have a history, to have been recycled into a different life. They bear traces; reminders, shady references to a previous form, another life. The tiles can be seen as a kind of archaeological specimen; appearing to the viewer as pieces of a life, bits of the environment. These born-again artifacts have the kind of intense beauty that one finds in the peeling deciduura of abandoned billboards, they are as poignant as old graffiti.

Rosen functions within a conceptual borderland where the generally segregated notions of abstraction and the concrete senses meet. The potency of this work, its kick, is derived from a complex artistic brew that merges the blunt, jokey vernacular of pop art with the refinements of abstraction and minimalism. Her objects reflect a conviction that normal things are never as straightforward as they seem: the normal is more camouflage for the odd. Because of the manner in which she makes standardised, comfortable forms angular, cartoonish, exaggerated, the work overturns expectations and reminds its viewers that the quotidian holds odd surprises. Through her idiosyncratic handling of the material and her intimate knowledge of the ceramic tradition, she merges ceramic processes so that function, physicality and the generic are surrounded by the aura of philosophical reflection.

**NOTE:**
All quotes are from Arneboh Rosen, Kathleen Whitsey is a sculptor using clay and metal. She lives in Albuquerque, NM, and teaches at the University of New Mexico. Caption title page: "Hollow Form Coil 1996; 37.5 cm tall: Photo credit: Lee Fishelrose."